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1 On an emotional level. Although the table is uneven and worn, its visual character and 
emotional worth caused its owners to keep the piece, instead of throwing it away, or giving it 
away as I recently did with the IKEA wardrobe after only two years of ownership. I purchased 
the piece from a local consignment store, and was told that it was only for sale due to the 
previous owner’s financial necessity. Personally, I feel that the table, despite its imperfections 
and age, has a character and communicative worth that is not readily seen in industrially 






2 As the term “layperson” is typically utilized to describe one who is a non-expert in a field of 
knowledge, I employ the word as the population group are experts of their own fields in some 
respects, but few, if any, are experts on the ethos of mass produced or handmade items. They all, 
regardless of their profession or educational level, likely purchase common household items 









3 In his foreword to Visual Rhetoric: A Reader in Communication and American Culture, Bruce 
Gronbeck suggests that it was with Kenneth Burke’s 1950 publication of A Rhetoric of Motives 
that the contemporary understanding of visual rhetoric was birthed. Burked “defined rhetoric as a 
symbolic action that raised several possibilities for subsequent scholarship across the 
humanities” (5).  
10  “design” focused publication, it has now been available and widely referenced for twenty‐five years and has been cited and discussed by multiple scholars including many within the field of rhetoric and composition. George’s “Analysis and Design”, Hocks’s “Understanding Visual Rhetoric in Digital Writing Environments”, and Kostelnick’s “Process Paradigms in Design and Composition: Affinities and Directions” (all from College Communication and 
Composition), Fleming’s “Can Pictures be Arguments” from Argumentation and Advocacy, and Kostelnick’s “Supra‐Textual Design: The Visual Rhetoric of Whole Documents” from 
Technical Communication Quarterly all reference Buchanan’s article, yet focus primarily on the pedagogical aspects of document design, written text, or photographs. Buchanan himself acknowledges the potentially expansive definition of “design”, and specifies:     I refer not only to graphic design, where communication is an obvious goal, and      where the concepts of classical rhetoric are being applied with promising  results, but also to the larger field of design, which ranges from industrial and product design to architecture and urban planning and for which there is no unifying theory of rhetoric (4).  Thus, it is surprising that contemporary publications within the field of rhetoric and composition have not continued to follow suit and explore the rhetorical properties of produced, physical objects. The particularly striking introductory paragraph from Buchanan continues with:     although not so obvious at first glance, the themes of communication and      rhetoric in this larger field exert strong influence on our understanding of all      objects made for our human use…ironically, a unifying theory of rhetoric      remains surprisingly unexplored, and at the same time, most needed in the  
11      larger field of design (4).  Buchanan obviously references “all objects made for our human use” as being worthy of rhetorical consideration. Yet twenty‐five years later, academic publications regarding the rhetorical value of designed home goods and consumer items such as furniture, clothing/accessories, automobiles, and food (to name a few) have seldom been written. These objects have an undeniable rhetorical aspect in that they not only speak to us (something about an item makes us purchase it instead of a comparable item, whether it be appearance, packaging, price, or name), but also speaks to others about us (conspicuous consumption4 has prompted us to take note of others’ belongings, and the rhetorical communication in their value, character, and emotion). Nils Gore believes “the word craft should be considered very broadly, meaning any human transformation of raw material into another object” (39).  In the Handbook of Visual Communication, Sonja Foss notes:     not every object is visual rhetoric. What turns a visual object into a      communicative artifact — a symbol that communicates and can be studied as      rhetoric  — is the presence of three characteristics. The image must be symbolic,      involve human intervention, and be presented to the audience for the purpose of      communicating with that audience (144).  The objects5 discussed in the referenced, published literature have all been fashioned by people, serve as a communicative or functional device, and have their own distinctive characteristics and qualities that make them notable and apparently eligible for academic                                                         
4 From Thorstein Veblen’s The Theory of the Leisure Class: An Economic Study of Institutions, 
page 121.  
5 Documents, typography, media graphics, moving video, websites, etc. While these methods of 
communication are widely accepted under the field of visual rhetoric, they meet the same criteria 
as each of the upcoming items discussed (automobiles, food, textiles, etc.) according to Foss and 
Gore’s definition of communicative artifacts.  
12  study. Therefore, the considerations taken in the subsequent sections about craftsmanship and craft‐produced goods will touch upon a theoretical history, consider relative symbolism, note the difference and method of human intervention, and argue for the communicative and rhetorical strategies of an item or process.    To date, most journal articles continue to address the visual rhetoric within the scope of document or photograph analysis, and while they sometimes reference Buchanan, the primary focus of many academic publications within the field of rhetoric and composition continues to be within the pedagogical nature of textual or web‐based documents, although increasingly more articles have been written examining video, audio, and multi‐modal resources as visually rhetorical devices, including Anderson et. al’s “Integrating Multi‐Modality into Composition Curricula: Survey Methodology and Results from a CCCC Research Grant”.    The rhetorical nature of visual acts within digital environments, and arguments for visual rhetoric as a useful pedagogical tool are widely addressed (Hocks 2003, George 2002, LaSpina 1998), though they do speak primarily to documents, and online media and not the rhetorical consideration of products or goods. George uses her article regarding the visual communication in the teaching of writing to speak to the way in which visual rhetoric can be employed in the writing classroom. George argues:     if we are ever to move beyond a basic and somewhat vague call for attention to      ‘visual literacy’ in the writing class, it is crucial to understand how very      complicated and sophisticated is visual communication to students who have      grown up in what by all accounts is an aggressively visual culture (15).  George’s article also crosses into the category of publications advocating for the analysis of 










6 This is a common practice of course, and not surprising. Judging a Book by its Cover: Fans, 
Publishers, Designers, and the Marketing of Fiction by Nicole Matthews and Nikianne Moody 
addresses the fact that books are indeed subject to aesthetic criticism based solely on their 
superficial appearance, as the dust jacket or cover of a book almost always provides visual clues 





9 Based upon a quick and informal tally of my personal Facebook contact list on April 10, 2010 
10 While the SurveyGizmo software requires respondents to enter valid text into the free-response 
boxes, 3 respondents either entered a string of random letters, or pressed the space bar which 








11 From The Educational Attainment of the Population 18 Years and Over, by Age, Sex, Race, and 





12 The field of work was fairly irrelevant to the data collection, and was only addressed to note 
that the spectrum of professions in which respondents are engaged. As previously noted, the 
survey was sent without any consideration to professional affiliation of livelihood, and it was 














































































































































15 A “successor of Muhammed as temporal and spiritual head of Islam – used as a title.” 
"caliph." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2010. 
Merriam-Webster Online. 9 April 2010 <http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/caliph> 
31  visual rhetoric and ethos of produced end‐products. To date, there have been numerous articles published associating the value of objects within the scope of marketability or design aesthetics within the field of design (specifically industrial design), but there is limited discussion specifically addressing the rhetorical appeal of ethos and the implications for this consideration to be utilized in the field of rhetoric and composition. Even within the field of industrial design, very few publications have extended beyond the focus of aesthetic or marketable value to include emotional/character considerations of three‐dimensional objects. Research examining the role of the craftsperson tends to appear in design journals and converges most heavily on the role of the craftsperson from a historical perspective. The craftsman and process of craftsmanship is revered, but still, publications tend to focus not on the value of the final product, but the way in which the craftsman can pass his antiquated knowledge to a new generation of designers in the form of observations, and studies (Wood et. al 2009, 68). Desmet does illustrate how consumers can have strong reactions to commercial items’ emotional / aesthetic impact, though the article utilize the example of a mass‐produced item and not a unique, hand‐made object, in his 2007 article “Emotional Design: Application of a Research‐Based Design Application”. In the referenced study, a number of mass‐produced telephone models were placed before a panel, and judged based on their “product character”.  The responses were meant to gauge the “wow appeal” of the item, and participants were asked to note their emotional response to the phones, including the feeling of desire, fascination, pleasant surprise, satisfaction, amusement, boredom, contempt, dissatisfaction, disgust, and unpleasant surprise. While focusing on product “character”, this examination tends to actually focus on how the item achieves pathos and not a critical examination of the true ethos of the items. Additionally, 




34  earning his degree in architecture and for years afterward, worked professionally as an architect to design a number of buildings, mainly commercial retail buildings. Over time, the value of that work ceased to speak to him, and he turned his bourgeoning interest in music and banjo playing into a career. He began his own woodworking shop and currently runs his own business, Buzzard Mountain Instruments, from his home. Neil’s banjos begin at $1,200 and increase in price depending on materials and customer specifications. He notes that a custom banjo usually ranges closer to $2,000. I mentioned to Turner the interesting discrepancy about the data pointing to people’s disinterest in buying a “handmade” piece of furniture, but their apparent reverence for the handmade wardrobe as opposed to the IKEA wardrobe, and asked him what he thought about the generally perceived ethos of craftsmanship and production. Turner responded,      I think that since Henry Ford, people aren’t as tied to an end product. It’s a      factory mentality ; you go in and you do one piece of a product. I think that      lends itself to that kind of attitude that the end product is not as important,      or it’s not as valued as it really should be. When it comes down to it, people      vote with their pocketbook. If people decided to stop shopping at [big‐box      retailers] and started shopping at Mom‐and‐Pops, we’d have a different      society going on. When it comes to money, people have to spend money on      things they think are important, and some things aren’t as important to some  people as others. Fortunately, in the music world, people are willing to spend more on an instrument, because it’s a subset of the market, and people do realize that they’re getting something that is custom built for them. It’s hand built, and they do value that. 
35  Recalling Foss’s notation that for an item to be considered worthy of visual rhetorical considerations, it must require “human intervention”, I argue that there is far more human intervention in the process of handcrafting several pieces of wood into a perfectly rounded, aesthetic instrument with a full tone than there is in the manufacturing process of the same instrument, where machine‐carved and manufactured pieces are utilized. The process of handcrafted woodwork is not typically swift, easy, or hasty. For a woodworker like Turner, the process of assembling a functional and quality piece is an entirely hand‐worked process and few (if any) shortcuts can be taken. Like the previously referenced wardrobes to which survey respondents’ discussed, the final product of woodworked production has more character, personality, and history that manufactured items (from IKEA wardrobes to factory‐made banjos) simply do not possess. In this latter form of production, the ethos is lost in the sense that the parts utilized to build the whole tend to be inferior, the production process is automated, and the human element of manipulation is obscure. Turner notes that if he had everything on site (which is rare), he would have to do some “glue‐ups, wait for the glue to dry, build neckpieces, work on the pots (the round part), the tone‐ring, assemble the pieces, stain and finish the wood, wind the strings, and so on. Usually I tell people it’ll be three to four months.  I’m just a one man shop, so I have to do it all.”   Turner’s biggest mass‐production competitors aren’t truly competitors at all, because they’re in a remarkably different price range, are cheaply built, and don’t have the same tone as handmade instruments. Turner says, “there is an intrinsic value [within handmade instruments] as opposed to a handmade item.” And as instrumentation is a craft that requires some level of necessary hands‐on engagement, Turner notes that the “factories” that produce cheap banjos typically have at most only fifteen to twenty 
36  employees. Therefore, the mass‐production of instruments isn’t as industrialized as perhaps food, or textiles, but still certainly lacks the direct level of human intervention considered of visually rhetorical objects.    For Turner, his production of open‐backed banjos music in North Georgia automatically gives his craftsmanship greater worth because it carries an occasional and geographical value based off of a valued history. The historical emergency of the banjo lies in southeastern roots17, and the inherent value of a banjo made in the American southeast region is greater than a banjo made elsewhere, like California, Korea, or England where many of the banjo “factories” are located. Thus, the rhetorical canon of invention comes into play as Turner speaks to the topoi of antecedent and consequence, or cause and effect. Not only is the ethos of his instruments greater due to their handmade nature, but the fact that they carry “genuine roots” provides an additional character value to his wares. Turner notes that the banjo is inherently an American instrument, and cites the “je ne sais quois” that people prefer about a banjo from America, particularly the south, or Appalachian region; the cause of historical relevance and the proximity to a geographical area of note gives Turner’s banjos a greater ethos through their arête, or excellence. It is more wholly “a banjo” than a banjo made overseas, or in other American regions. Additionally, Turner prefers to use American woods and sustainable woods. The attention not only to the preservation of a tradition of craft, but also the concern for the longevity and well‐being of banjo‐making is a prime example of the arête and eunoia of rhetorical ethical appeal. The banjo has “excellence” of character, being constructed out of a material that is not only                                                         
17 In America, at least. Turner notes that banjos came from slaves, who fashioned the instrument 
from a similar African instruments based off of gourds. The sound, shape, and general popularity 
of the banjo evolved over time, to the point where we have our current 4 or 5 string banjo.  





18 Of course, McComiskey does acknowledge that while visual rhetoric plays an increasingly 
larger role in rhetorical studies, oral tradition is far from being obsolete, and his article is simply 









19 There are seven galleries in Georgia alone that sell Kinkaid pieces, and several dozen 
international locations throughout the U.K, Russia, Mexico, Malaysia, Ireland, and Canada.  
20 On Kinkaid’s website, while prices vary, an 18”x24” print costs between $200-$800.  
21 This is note to suggest that prints, or replicated artwork such as photographs are in any way 
less value than paintings, illustrations, or sculptures. These mediums employ the same amount of 
thought, skill, and work as all other mediums. When referencing Kinkaid’s prints, it is the 
deliberate illusion of craftsmanship and handmade production that lacks ethos.  
44  store‐bought and bound paper, notepads, and sketchbooks in his studio, but prefers to work within a medium that already has some sort of hand‐made touch to it. I asked Parker if he feels more or less inspired when he draws in a hand‐made sketchbook, and he replied that if he makes a mistake, he is less apt to start over, or rip out the page. As a leaf of paper within a hand‐bound book, he notes that the sketches feel like a part of a project already, rather than a stand‐alone element meant for later display later. The character of the hand‐bound sketchbook is such that even without being completed, it has an arête and phronesis that gives a character and representation of value based upon its artisan conception. Parker has produced several of these books, and is considering a show of his collective works in the future, for through handmade production of the binding, the one‐of‐a‐kind books are artwork in and of themselves. Rather than separating the internal drawings for display in a frame or mat as he would with a store‐bought sketchbook, the character lies in the entire compendium of work and through its handmade conception takes on a character value not readily seen in traditional store‐bought sketchbooks.   Regarding the ethos of his pieces as stand‐alone works, Parker believes that it is difficult to divorce the emotional considerations of a piece of artwork with the artist’s 
ethos. He notes that with many art shows, only a preview of one or two images is shown in marketing materials, and it is primarily the artist’s name that encourages attendance at shows. Of course, rarely is the piece seen before its unveiling, so the interest in the piece is necessarily driven by the artist’s established character and reputation, which reflects upon his or her pieces. I addressed the interesting figures from the online survey that note that most respondents valued hand‐made or one‐of‐a‐kind artwork as opposed to something that was necessarily “stylish”, and asked him what he thought about these figures from a 
45  rhetorical standpoint, specifically if he thought that the ethos of the hand‐made piece of art truly did override the aesthetic value of a piece. Artwork is inherently meant to be visualized, so if it was not purchased to have a specific aesthetic value, then why was  “style” so lowly valued amongst survey participants? Parker noted that it was difficult to generalize about artwork, as each existing piece of artwork is so fundamentally different than every other22. But referencing back to Thomas Kinkaid, he said:     it’s his name. The artwork, as it is…is shit, but a lot of people seem to like it,      either because that’s their taste…but I think it’s the name. People like feeling      as though they own something important, and the importance of those      [Kinkaid] pieces aren’t reflected in their aesthetic quality. It’s reflected in the      fact that it’s sold in a “gallery”, which are really just retail stores, but that      gives an additional illusion of quality, and character. At art shows, local art      shows, you’ll find that people tend to buy things that they like, and they like      them because they have quality and character. A real person drew it, or      painted it, or sculpted it, and that’s important. It might not be the most well      done thing, or have the greatest color combination, but it’s unique, and that      seems to be most appealing.   Artwork as a communicative device has long been considered in practically every academic field, including (but certainly not limited to) communications, sociology, anthropology, art and design, philosophy, and as seen with Grigar’s examination of the rhetoric of kinetic movement, within rhetoric and composition as well. However, the ethos                                                         
22 This is perhaps why so few articles have discussed the rhetorical implications of artwork, as it 
is difficult to focus on many styles, themes, and communicative purposes of artwork, after first 




23 This will be discussed shortly, but generally, the “artistic” or “philosophical” value of food as 
an academic point of examination is a relatively new concept. In the early 1980’s, the Slow Food 
movement, a slow push for organics, and the introduction and gradual acceptance of international 
and foreign foods beyond the usual fare of Chinese take-out became noteworthy to those 
studying the communicative relevance of food (though largely from a marketing standpoint).  
24 “Agricultural tourism is a commercial enterprise at a working farm, ranch or agricultural plant 
conducted for the enjoyment or education of visitors, and that generates supplemental income for 
the owner.” Agritoursm: UC Small Farm Program. http://sfp.ucdavis.edu/agritourism/.  
48  production, treatment, packaging, or distribution of foods25. The ethos of food, based not only on how it is presented, but where it comes from, is critically examined in a growing number of movies, books, and articles. Academically, Murcott speaks to the different realms in which food may take sociological meaning in her 1982 symposium, and cites that “foods themselves can be seen to convey a range of cultural meanings; the [manner in which we eat, table manners, and presentation] communicate information in terms not only of occasion, but also social status, ethnicity, and wealth” (203). This sociological approach is rare, but still most common within existing academic literature addressing the rhetorical value of food. Articles addressing the visual rhetoric of food packing exist as relayed by McQuarrie and Mick in which the text­interpretive perspective of food packaging “draws on semiotic, rhetorical, and literary theories to provide a systematic and nuanced analysis of the individual elements that make up the ad” (38). Kniazeva’s “Packaging as Vehicle for Mythologizing the Brand” hardly needs further explanation beyond its title, and Kniazeva critically examines the role of marketing (sometimes deceptive marketing) to sell products under the guise of an idealistic agrarian mythos. In doing the research for this chapter, I found that it was incredibly easy to follow a series of tangential ideas about the relationship between rhetoric and food, but for the purposes of this paper, we will consider 
                                                        
25 Aside from the occasional public health scare. Upton Sinclair’s 1906 novel “The Jungle” 
portrayed the meatpacking industry in a very negative light, which led to a consumer panic. 
Sinclair himself wryly noted that the impact on his book had less of an impact on the public’s 
moral consciousness about the treatment of laborers, and instead drastically reduced meat 
consumption over the next several years. “I aimed at the public’s heart, and by accident hit it in 
the stomach” (Smith, 51). Later in Smith’s article, he notes, “the abattoir itself has been shifted 
away from the city centres of a populace increasingly shielded from the sight and sound of 
violence committed in their name” (51). We have been, perhaps, less aware or concerned about 
our food until recently, because it has been largely moved toward isolated regions of the county, 
and then shipped to us for consumption in supermarkets.    
49  those elements of ethos and pathos which make artisanal food production (and conversely, mass‐production) noteworthy and relevant within rhetorical and composition studies.  
  When I was in middle school, I took my first year of French. We learned basic greetings, numbers, colors, and the words “boulangerie”, “charcuterie”, and “patisserie”. Respectively, they mean shops that sell bread, prepared meats, and pastries. I recall being mildly surprised by the fact that there were specific terms devoted to these specific retailers, as my family typically made one weekly stop to Mars, the local supermarket, and bought everything in one place. You don’t often find a “butcher” around town. This type of ethical and emotional appeal has been lost in our contemporary culture. Bakeries typically sell bread, cupcakes, cakes, coffee, sandwiches, and a variety of other fares. American businesses are not typically able to offer a single artisanal good such as cured meats, or freshly baked breads, unless accompanied by a number of other retail items. Of course, there is a deli and bakery section in the supermarket, and independent delis and bakeries exist around town, but the simple fact that we were learning terms for these stand‐alone businesses seemed remarkable. Why can’t we (or, don’t we) support a stand‐alone butcher? Is it a convenience factor? Is it a cultural factor?  Prior to the 1920’s, butchers and bakers were commonplace in American cities – so what changed? Most likely, price, convenience, and our developed perspectives about the value of food affect our response to the worth of artisanal production. The visual rhetoric surrounding mass production, marketing, and availability of food shifted so dramatically over the course of just a few decades, that it irrecoverably changed the way we contemporarily value food, and artisanal production.    Mark Bittman noted at his speech at TedTalks in 2007, “in 1900, everyone was a locavore. Shipping food all over the place was a ridiculous notion. Every family had a cook, 
50  usually a mom, and those moms bought and prepared food. It was like your romantic vision of Europe.” The pathos of the at‐home‐cook was not as prevalent as now, for the act of cooking from basic ingredients was commonplace, and a daily occurrence. But Bittman, speaking to a 21st century audience, relies upon the visual aspect of a “romantic vision”, and the allusion to traditional customs harkening back to a European system of production. Bittman continues, and notes:     there was no snack food, and until the 1920’s, until Clarence Birdseye26      came along, there was no frozen food. There were no restaurant chains.      There were neighborhood restaurants, run by local people  — none of them      would think to open another one. Back in those days, there was no philosophy  
    of food. You just ate. There was no marketing; there were no national brands.      Hardly anything contained an ingredient, because it was an ingredient.      Eventually, [states like] California produced too much food to ship fresh. So it  became critical to market canned and frozen foods. Thus arrived... convenience. It was sold to proto‐feminist housewives as a way to      cut down on housework. There were fewer meals with home cooked breads,      desserts, and soups, because all of them could be bought at any store. Not      that they were any good, but they were there.  Indeed, food became industrialized, and lost its unique flavors and intrigue in almost every food group. Food became an instantly accessible commodity, and the method of production                                                         
26 Clarence Birdseye, working as a naturalist for the U.S Government in the Arctic, observed 
firsthand how fish froze so quickly in sub-zero temperatures that their cellular structure and taste 
were not compromised when thawed later. Birdseye invented and patented a flash-freezing 





  I interviewed Rusty Bowers, an artisanal producer of cured meats and salamis who owns a small business in Atlanta, Georgia called The Pine Street Market. Bowers is one of the few independent producers of cured salamis and meats in the Atlanta area, and is representative of the growing sector of small‐craft producers of prepared foods. A chef of 15 years, Bowers worked in a number of cities across the world and found his culinary education led him toward the practice of salumi27. From a rhetorical standpoint, he found that the individual production of salumi spoke to him, for he believed that the human intervention had been lost through industrialized food production. As he said:      along the way, I fell in love with this style of food to where it's the way      things used to be, and not the way things are now. The way things are now is                                                          
27 Not to be confused (as it often is) with salami. Rather, salumi is the practice of preparing cured 
meats (primarily pork).  




28 Additionally, the method of sales at supermarkets has also moved toward a process of 
automation, and the character of food has been additionally diminished by the fact that it is 
entirely possible to purchase mass-produced food at a self-checkout, eliminating any sort of 




Conference on Elusive Consumption in Retrospect that goes:     locally produced food that is sold in markets and in farm shops rarely has      any declaration of content. On bread that is baked in the grocery store,      nobody demands a list of ingredients. We trust, rather, in the quality and  
57      genuineness of the product since the transparency and presence act as the      guarantee (62). He responded by noting:     we don't use artificial casings, so everything has a natural casing. With      that, you get the bends and the twists. [The sausages are] not always the      exact same size, and it looks more interesting and rustic. We use the old‐     world method of the lactic acid cultures so it has that good, white mold on      [the sausage].  The visual rhetoric of artisanal food craftsmanship lies not in the way it does look, but rather, perhaps in the way it doesn’t look. Artisanal foods are subjects to terms that are typically avoided, like “knotted”, “moldy”, “bumpy”, “lumpy”, or “hard”, but that’s what true and natural food looks like. These products could certainly fit into highly designed packaging, but more often will be found in butcher paper, a simple bag, or plain sealed plastic. Artisanal foods rarely carry any elaborate labeling or logo. The ingredients are hardly listed, or if they are, they are typically all natural, with the possible exception of one or two mandatory or necessary preservatives.  Visually, the food has an inherent ethos and simply by possessing what could be contemporarily considered “imperfections” such as knots, bends, twists, or lumps, the appearance of artisanal or craft produced foods give credence to the value of production and origination.    Robert Kenner’s documentary Food Inc. (2009) looks critically at corporate farming practices in the United States, and the subsequent illusion of mass‐farmed food packaging and its end‐goal of presenting a bucolic ethos. Commentator Michael Pollan points out that the most popular iconography on packaged foods is a scene of a cow, farm, or rolling fields. 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